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WOMEN LGBTBE

MINORITY VETERAN

NEXT & BEST 
PRACTICES OF 

TRUE DIVERSITY
• Diversity & Inclusion
•  Supplier Diversity
• Leading Diverse 
Owned Businesses



WHAT WE DID
The buzz is high and talks of next year are already underway! Connections were 
made, real business opportunities unveiled and friendships formed for years to 
come! The Inaugural Derby Diversity & Business Summit had it all, Matchmaker 
sessions, Expert Panelist, Speakers & Workshops, Corporate Sponsors, Diverse-
owned businesses representing women-owned, minority-owned, veteran-owned 
and the LGBTBE communities, Receptions, Gala’s, Awesome Welcome Swag, 
Oaks & Derby and memorable experiences we’ll all share for a lifetime! 

There have been so many professionals that have shared with 
us what they’re doing in their companies to make a difference 
not just for diversity within their company, but diversity in 
their supplier base. They’re going out and encouraging 
and engaging small businesses to take action and grow 
their capacity and to show that they’re ready to serve their 
needs and provide solutions. I’ve heard from P&G, YUM! 
Brands, Humana, Delta Air Lines - all these companies have 
come together to share with us ways that we can become 
engaged, stay engaged and grow with them.

- Steven Easley from Easley Blessed Media

MAY 2-5, 2018

106 ATTENDEES

3 PANEL DISCUSSIONS

3 WORKSHOPS

2 DAYS AT TRACK FOR KY OAKS & DERBY

4 GALAS/PARTIES

66 MATCHMAKER MEETINGS

3 KEYNOTE SPEAKERS

2 RECEPTIONS
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I am extremely grateful for all who shared my vision to get 
this Summit off the ground. The quality of the connections 
formed and opportunities generated demonstrated the 
commitment to all involved to ensure our efforts made a 
true economic impact.

- Tawana Bain from Derby Diversity & Business Summit



Dear Community Partners,

When the concept for the Derby Diversity & Business Summit was born, we never imagined it would be embraced 
so quickly. The overwhelming support we have received not only within the business community, but on corporate, 
governmental, and philanthropic levels, has shown us that this is our moment.

From our certification partners, to our corporate sponsors, our steering committee, our advisory committee, and each 
and every one of you here, we are proving that we are stronger together, that we have momentum. 

Embracing diversity means that we need access to one another, so we can network and learn from each other. While 
we, as certified diverse-owned business leaders, each have our own focus and set of concerns, one thing we all share is a 
vision that is inclusive. Our presence here shows that commitment, and the value we place in each other and ourselves.

We are more grateful than we can express to our steering committee liaisons. Without your belief in the vision for the 
Derby Diversity & Business Summit, your particular understanding of the needs of LGBTBE-owned, women-owned, 
minority-owned, and veteran-owned businesses, without your trust in us, your connections, your acumen, and all of 
your hard work and planning, none of this would be possible.

A special thanks also goes to our certification partners for their belief in this collaboration. While the Derby Diversity 
& Business Summit is where we all come together, it simply couldn’t happen without the foundation they have 
provided and their belief in the true spirit of diversity.

We also thank our corporate sponsors for their support and for recognizing the value of this event. While other 
conferences speak to one facet of our diverse communities, our sponsors’ recognition that The Derby Diversity & 
Business Summit serves us all while consolidating spending is key. The access this event provides allows corporations 
to become more engaged with diverse-owned suppliers at a moment when the expense of multiple yearly conferences 
might otherwise make diversity less of a priority.

We couldn’t be more proud of what this collaboration has become. Here at the Derby Diversity & Business Summit, 
we are seeing the future: diverse business leaders working together, finding and building common ground, identifying 
paths toward growth and prosperity for our communities and ourselves, and building power together. 

The future looks brighter than ever before and we couldn’t have done it without you.

Sincerely,
Tawana Bain & Cheryl Borland
Founder/Chair & 1st Vice Chair

A LETTER FROM OUR FOUNDER 
& FIRST VICE CHAIR
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One of the benefits of being a part of this particular business summit – aside from 
the opportunity to participate in the greatest 2 minutes in sports - is  the opportunity 
to connect with other diverse business entities as well as other corporations 
that are looking to grow their business through diversity and inclusion. When 
you do business with a diverse owned business, you grow your business at least 
14%. So for those folks that haven’t engaged in an opportunity yet, come to this 
conference, learn those best practices and then figure out a strategy on how to 
move your company forward.

- David Tandy from Bingham Greenbaum Doll, llp 
& KY Diversity Chamber of Commerce



HOW WE DID IT

WORKED HARD
WORKSHOPS

+
PANELS

+
INCLUSIVE CONTENT

PLAYED HARD
MIX AND MINGLES

+
GALAS

+
RECEPTIONS

+
ON TRACK NETWORKING

WHO WE DID IT WITH

SUMMIT ATTENDEES:

106
SUMMIT SPONSORS:

46
CORPORATE SPONSORS:

12

40%
women

5%
veteran

20%
minority

35%
LGBTBE

CONFERENCE
DEMOGRAPHICS
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THE IMPACT

OVER

95%
plan to participate 

next year

OVER

$100 
MILLION
in potential contracting 

opportunities generated

100%
made amazing 

connections

66
matchmaker 

sessions

14%
logistics

8%
other

14%
legal32%

manufacturing

25%
promotions & 
advertising

7%
staffing

INDUSTRIES

Participating in the Derby Diversity & Business 
Summit was an invaluable experience for 
us at IDEAS xLab. As a cultural innovation 
organization comprised of gay, Black, and 
women team members – we understand how 
crucial it is to continue increasing diversity and 
inclusion in corporate supplier pipelines. From 
talking with Karmetria Burton of Delta Air 
Lines to connecting with Monique Nelson of 
UWG and Melissa Baker of Proctor & Gamble, 
the platform DDBS provides for changing 
how we leverage our collective networks to 
economically impact businesses owned by 
LGBTQ+, women, minority and veteran 
individuals was missing in the U.S. – and what 
better time for it to take place than during the 
Kentucky Derby. 

- Theo Edmonds & Josh Miller
Co-Founders of IDEAS xLab
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$5,000
donation to NAWBO GROW

*Data provided as reported by outreach 
survey and attendee follow ups

Who Attended?
1. CEOs
2. Presidents
3. Business Owners
4. Founders
5. Lawyers
6. Directors of Diversity Strategy
7. VPs New Business 

Development
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The energy has been nonstop since the first 
message. This is a place where you can connect 
with each other and together we can be more 
powerful. I believe this event will be the premier 
event for supplier diversity across the nation.

-Lisbeth Lundstedt
from Huntington National Bank

The first ever Diversity Derby Summit was 
transformational.  As a Supplier Diversity 
professional, I was inspired and excited to see 
Suppliers from across diverse groups, Buyers 
from companies spanning the spectrum of 
hyper local to global, and attendees with 
expertise across Purchases, Human Resources, 
and D&I.  This is a great first step and I know 
the Summit will only continue to grow.

-Andrew Butler
from Procter & Gamble

The content was rich and connections 
were fantastic. Truly, as a community 
partner and entrepreneur, it was great to 
welcome guests into our city and show 
them “we mean business”, we are open 
for business, and to connect.  It was 
also great to form relationships with the 
four pillars (minority, women, lgbtq, 
and veteran).  I know I have earned 
some business from the event and look 
forward to those lasting relationships, 
both with small businesses and large 
corporations under their supplier/
vendor diversity channels.

- Jesika Young
from NAWBO Kentucky


